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Welcome to Condado de Alhama

Not only if you are looking for a Holiday to enjoy the Mediterranean climate. 
destination Condado de Alhama is the perfect choice without any doubt. 

A majestic complex that has a total surface area of 9 millions of square 
meters where the residents will be able to enjoy everything they could 
need to make the most out of their free time. 

Its Nicklaus Signature golf course with 18 holes personally designed by 
Jack Nicklaus turns the complex into a paradise for the enthusiastic of golf.
Around the golf course, the Resort is extended as an endless garden, 
which, because of the numerous children plays areas, limited traffic, and 
the 24 hours of security service in its closed perimeter, constitutes the 
perfect familiar environment for allowing the children to play in the free air 
with no reason for the parents to be worried about it. 

The Resort offers quite a lot of options for the sport lovers, such as tennis 
courts, padel, squash, football pitches, sports courts, etc..

The leisure offer of Condado de Alhama is completed with a large variety 
of Services allocated in the Al Kasar Shopping Centre, an amazing ara-
besque building where the residents will find everything that is necessary 
for making their life easier and to make the nights more enjoyable: bars, 
restaurants, supermarket, golf pro-shop, etc. 

On top of that, the Paramount Murcia Theme Park will be built in the near 
future just some kilometers away from the Resort. This fact has made the 
Resort to be the objective for the investors due to the impact caused by the 
theme park in the touristic activity in all the area.
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Superior Location · Superior Amenities 
Renting Our Apartment Really makes sense.
The situation of the resort is perfect for those who are 
adventurous and like to explore by car. The resort sits 
conveniently between the beach the City of Murcia and 
the natural parks of the Espuña mountains. 

 Local beaches include Puerto de Mazzaron, a lively 
beach with plenty of bars and restaurants, or if you 
prefer something a little more secluded you can drive 
the mountain roads to one of the many secluded natural 
sandy coves. Mar Menor and the La Manga strip also 
only a 45 minute drive. 

Our fully air conditioned apartment has all the necessary 
equipment to make your stay a comfortable one. 

 Bedrooms(3): double bed; 2 single beds; one single 

bed plus kangaroo pullout bed--full size single, but 
nearer floor!  Perfect for kids as well!

The apartment overlooks the large communal 
swimming pool so after sunbathing in the garden it is 
only a 30 second walk to cool off in the pool. The pool 
has jacuzzi jets that are turned on during the day time 
and ample space around for sunbathing. There are also 
showers to rinse down with before and / or after your 
dip. The apartment is only a 5 minute walk through the 
gardens to the town centre of the resort al kasar or 5 
minutes to the practice range and clubhouse.

Parking onsite free! 
We have an airport transfer service for details please 
contact us on +44 121 270 8515

The Murcia region:

The Costa Calida is situated in the south eastern corner of 
Spain within the region of Murcia. The picturesque coastline 
stretches for 170km from La Manga in the north to Aguilas in 
the south. The beautiful Murcian coastline attracts sun wor-
shippers and enthusiasts of all things nautical. 

The region benefits from the mild Mediterranean climate with 
at least 315 days of sunshine, an amazing 2,800 hours of sun 
each year with hot summers and extremely mild winters, per-
fect for both summer holidays and escaping the cold winter´s 
in northern Europe. Cartagena an ancient city with more than 
2,500 years of history from the Carthaginians and Romans to 
the present day has many areas of touristic interest. To the 
south you will find spectacular unspoilt coastline as you head 
towards Puerto de Mazarron and beyond with lovely villages 
such as la azohia with its sandy beaches. Mazarron a town 
with a heritage of mining and seafaring and the nearby Puerto 
de Mazarron is a very popular resort with superb beaches, an 
abundance of water activities and an active nightlife. 

So something for everyone no matter what your tastes!

What can we do once there?

Relax back and enjoy the beautiful climate, bathe in the sun 
all day in the beautifully manicured gardens. The resort boasts 
23 swimming pools, a Jack Nicklaus signature golf course, full 
sports and gym facilities and has plenty of bars and restau-
rants open all year round in al kasar.

Once on the resort there is no need to have a car, plenty to 
do for the young ones so no problem there we have a large 
community of pre-teen to teenagers. A bus service daily is also 
available for daily trips.

Modern Interior - With that Spanish Flair!
Thank you for booking our stunning Spanish apartment
We will be emailing you as per our listing, to collect a deposit to secure your stay at our apartment. We will also be sending 
you directions to the apartment shortly.

You may make a payment to our Paypal address at mifflinj@gmail.com, or contact us for banking deposit information.  
Please quote your reservation number and stay date in your payment.

Just to confirm, as per the listing and the confirmation email sent, that you note there is a 60 Euro cleaning fee due, on 
arrival, in cash, to our wonderful manager, Jill. She can be contacted on 0034-666189459

Please send you travel information when you know it as well. She will expect your call when you arrive at the airport, and 
again at the resort so she can meet you with the key.   If you are renting a car, please provide details, so we can let security 
know. (when you know these details)

We look forward to your stay with us and will endeavour to make sure you enjoy your stay and will be available throughout 
to assist you should you require it.

Best regards,

Arlen & Jackie Mifflin


